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Agawak Social By Erica Baker 

Laughs were had and memories were made as the CM boys hosted the Agawak 
girls in a carnival themed social. Each cabin was tasked with creating their own 
carnival booth to help entertain the girls. Cabin 3’s JJ BARBER and ETHAN 
SCHWARTZ had the idea to run a face painting and temporary tattoo stand, 
Cabin 4 ran a Bozo Buckets stand, Cabin 5 came up with the idea to do a ski ball 
with buckets game and Cabin 6 ran a fortune cube game, created by JADEN 
DONSKY. Cabin 7 decided to run a very popular carnival game of throwing 
beanbags at cans, Cabin 8, led by CHARLIE EISENBERG and AARON PELTS 
decided to run a “Guess our Weight” stand, with counselor EVAN KOTTER being 
the central figure. Cabin 9 decided to run a football through hoops game while 
Cabin 11 created their own truth and dare booth. Cabin 12’s HENRY MILLER helped come up with the great idea of 
shooting ping pong balls off bottles with a squirt bottle and Cabin 13 recreated the very popular Battleships game. 
Cabin 14 created their own version of limbo, while cabin 15 led a balloon popping game. Cabin 17’s JASON ANDERSON 
and RYAN MCCORMICK came up with a remake of the very popular college game and produced water pong and the 
media team also got involved, creating their very own “funny photo booth” stand. Finally, Cabin 18 produced the most 
popular carnival stand – speed dating. Campers from both CM and Agawak would go on a 1-minute ‘speed-date’ before 
rotating to the next chair. One of the biggest attractions of the carnival was the inflatable obstacle course. Kids and 
counselors alike enjoyed racing through the course, determining wo was the fastest. Shout out to JACK BERGER and 

COOPER BORSTEIN for both performing extremely well in the obstacle course. 
Throughout the carnival, many prizes were given out at each stand, but RYAN 
WEIL had clearly had a good day on the stands and was seen running around 
with handfuls of his candy winnings. The carnival food was a huge success and 
this was shown as the line for the corndogs and funnel fries could have reached 
all the way down the service road. CHARLIE PEACOCK was seen enjoying his 
funnel fries with an American flag face paint and the biggest smile on his face. 
Even the counselors joined in on the faint painting fun - JOE VICKERS sported 
the Agawak popular cat whiskers and flowers design. The boys had an amazing 
time and put in a lot of effort and hard work to 
create the perfect carnival social for the girls.  
 

Big Brother, Little Brother Family Vacation By Jake Herman 

Last night, campers took a break from their usual post-dinner Twi-Light League action as 
the Big Brother, Little Brother program kicked off. Twelve activities were set up around 
camp and each “family” of brothers made their way around to each. New campers were 
grouped together with returning campers who they got to know through fun questions 

Camper Profile By Matthew Harfield 
Name: ZACH BEN-ISVY    Age: 12 
Cabin: 13     Years at Camp: 6 

Favorite Sport: Baseball / Soccer  Favorite Food: Pizza and Noodles 
Favorite Movie: Rocky    Role Model: My Dad 

First CM Memory: Coming to Father-Son camp with all my friends and my dad. 

Never ending food line  

Hugely successful speed dating  

BBLB new friends 
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and activities throughout the night. So wehther they were playing Kan Jam, Dizzy Izzy’s or Knockout, each younger and 
newer camper got to know an experienced camper they can now look up to and lean on. Look out for more organized 
BBLB events in the future, but if you are in need of something to do during general, go find your big or little brother.  
 

Cabin Feud By CJ Ashley 
Last night in Wass Hall, the campers were treated to a game of Cabin Feud, which 
is played in the style of the hit gameshow ‘Family Feud.’ Our host for the evening 
was counselor JAKE HERMAN, assisted by Program Director, ETHAN WEISS. 
Cabins squared off 1v1 to try and uncover the top answers for various categories. 
Our campers had to use their quick-thinking skills, in which most rounds came 
down to the last answer on the board. In the junior division, cabin 3 went head 
to head with cabin 4 in a ‘Favorite Meal’ showdown. Despite buzzing first, cabin 
4 were incorrect and left cabin 3 to take control. Despite good efforts, cabin 3 
failed to capitalise and after three wrong answers it was left to cabin 4 to seal 
victory with the answer ‘Hot Dogs and Burgers’. Well done cabin 4: COOPER 
BORSTEIN, BENY GOLDBERG, SIMON MANN, THEODORE GALPER, ANDREW 
MORRIS, NEO SCHNEIDER, SAM WICK, EMIL KESTENBAUM and LEVI BLUM. In the other junior division match-up, 
cabin 6 overcame cabin 5 in a ‘Most Popular activity during Cabin Activities’ showdown. Despite answering correctly 
with ‘Tramp Ball’ cabin 5 were beaten with cabin 6’s answer of ‘waterfront’. Cabin 5 did have the chance to steal but 
with only one answer left on the board this was extremely difficult and after getting “Gaga Ball” incorrect, cabin 6 
were the winners. Congratulations cabin 6: TYLER FIELD, CHASE KAPLAN, BRODY SHEFREN, EAASTON NEWMAN, 
DANIEL GELFGAT, CHARIE TAYLOR, ELI FRIEDMAN and JADEN DONSKY. Next up were the intermediates and a 
matchup between cabins 7 and 8. Cabin 7 quickly buzzed in for the question “What is something you use everyday at 
Camp” but answered incorrectly. After a few wrong answers, cabin 7 answered correctly and took control of the board. 
Despite having two strikes on the board, cabin 7 worked together to successfully answer “underwear” to take a clean 
sweep. Well done cabin 7: MATTHEW HARFIELD, SAM ROSEN, JOSH PETERMAN, REED METZLER, EMMETT KREZ, 
LUKE MASON and LANDON DRAPATSKY. Next up was a match between cabins 11 and 19, which was taken by cabin 
19 thanks to cabin 11 being unable to steal when they had the chance. Congratulations cabin 19: MATTHEW HEIL, 
DREW HERZBERG, CARTER ZIRLIN, DYLAN COHEN, JASON NEIDER, MICAH BLUM, JAKE MCDERMOTT, IAN POGANY, 
LIAD ZAMIR, RONEN SAREMBOCK, ELLIOTT ZELKEN, BODEN HOWELL, BEN LAZARUS and JESSE KAPLAN. Next up was 
the match up between cabins 12 and 13 and despite successfully getting the top answer to “what is the most likely 
thing to be found on the cabin floor”, cabin 13 elected to pass. This proved to be their downfall however as cabin 12 
successfully answered the remaining answers and took the win. Well done cabin 12: NATE BEERMANN, JOEY 
HOFFMAN, BRADY KAY, HENRY MILLER, BRADY WEISS, COOPER SPECTOR, JACOB SCHNEIDER, ETHAN MANN, RYAN 
MARTIN, MILES PROVUS, HARRISON HOFFMAN, JON WOOL and GRIFFIN BRAMWITT. In an intermediate v senior 
clash, cabin 17 took on cabin 16. Cabin 16 answered quickest for the seniors and managed to correctly answer 4 of 5 
answers. Cabin 17 had the chance to steal but unfortunately got it wrong and gave the win to the seniors. Well done 
cabin 16: RYDER SPECTOR, JOSH BARSKY, GAVIN PICKLIN, NATHAN DUBINSKY, ANDREW DRENNAN, CHARLIE DUMO, 
MAX KIRSCH, ZACH MYERS and JEREMY ZELKEN. As we entered the senior division, the questions became harder and 
about Menominee history. In the final three senior matchups, cabins 15, 2 and 18 all took victories over cabins 9, 10 
and 14. Congratulations to cabin 15: DREW BENJAMIN, NATE DUFFY, JAKE TOPEL, EMILIO QUINTANAL, SHANE 
KOEHLER-DAVIS, MICHAEL ABIANTOUN and DYLAN COHAN, Cabin 2: JAMES POPLAWSKI, MAX BEERMANN, QUINN 
KLENOW, CHARLES LACHMAN, MASON ARONAUER, HENRY CHABOT, JONAH FRIEDMAN, JAKE REINHARDT and COLE 
SOROSKY and finally to Cabin 18: JACK BEHAR, DANIEL MALIS, MAX MASON, ISAAC MILLER, RYAN FIRMIN, KADEN 
LISKA, SAM STEINER, ALEX STELZER, GAVIN BRAMWIT, ALEC GAU, LOUIE KANTER, GEORGE NASSAR, WILL PRICE, 
PETER GAU, NOAH DAVIES, JAMES MILLS, DANIEL WHITE, TYLER LONGNECKER, KASE RATZLAFF and SAM 
MYERTHALL. Thanks to all for making Cabin Feud another CM skit night success. 

Riddle of the Day: I like to dance and twist and prance. I shake my tail, as away I sail. Wingless I fly into the sky. 

What am I?    (Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen) 
 
Yesterday’s Riddle: I can be cracked, I can be made. I can be told, I can be played. What am I?  
Yesterday’s Answer: A Joke or Puzzle Winners: DYLAN COHAN, JOSH KENNEDY, CHARLIE EISENBERG, NATHAN 

VASS, THATCHER SCHILLER, BEN LAZARUS and JAKE HOODACK.  

Who will risk it and buzz first 


